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Introduction 

Studying the relationship between stock or commodity 

prices and external factors is an essential component of the 

investment decision making process. Knowledge of the 

critical external factors and how the relevance of each 

factor changes over time is important. For example, a 

company in the United States that utilizes locally made raw 

materials in its manufacturing plant will not be susceptible 

to political and economic changes in China. Relocation of 

its manufacturing plant to China will however, greatly 

increase its susceptibility to China. 

In this work, we present a workflow for exploring factors 

related to stock or commodity prices and study their 

susceptibility using machine learning techniques applied 

on historical newspaper articles. We use the volatility of 

crude oil price as a case study in this paper because it is of 

great interest to consumers, companies, and governments. 

Given the importance of the oil price to global landscape, 

the observations from this study may shed some lights on 

hidden factors which should be considered while making 

financial and political decisions related to the energy 

industry. 

Background of Topic Modeling and LDA 

One of the successful algorithms in information retrieval is 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) first introduced by Blei 

et al. (2003). This algorithm is our starting point to attempt 

to solve the problem. The LDA algorithm assumes that 

each document is a mixture of different topics, and each 

topic is a mixture of different words. Once the LDA 

application is applied to a large number of documents, a 

series of word lists with a proportion for each word as 

“topics” is obtained. The topics can then be interpreted and 

analyzed by humans for more intuitive meanings. For 

example, we might have a topic that looks like “30% 

broccoli, 15% bananas, 10% breakfast,…”, and hence can 

be roughly interpreted as “food”  (Chen, 2011). In addition, 

LDA identifies each document as a mixture of certain 

topics (also with percentages). So given a document such 

as “passport”, it may be identified as “47% law topic, 35% 

demography topic, 7% of book topic,…”.  

Workflow 

Figure 1 shows the general workflow developed for 

exploring hidden factors from a set of articles and relating 

them to prices. To create the dataset, a snippet of the first 

paragraph from articles on the news website of interest is 

scraped. Application programming interfaces (APIs) 

provided by news websites are used to automate the 

scraping process. To obtain a dataset that is representative 

of our interest, a query term is specified to restrict the 

search to the newspaper sections that are related to the 

topic. The resulting dataset is the main input to topic 

modeling. Preprocessing the dataset includes removing all 

stop words and non-word character using regular 

expressions. In addition, words that appear in almost every 

article are removed. 

 

Figure 1: Workflow for exploring factors from documents 

Topic modeling is then applied using the Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) algorithm in the Python package, gensim 

(Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).  

LDAVis (Sievert et al., 2014) is used to visualize the inter-

topic relationship. In LDAVis, the inter-topic distance is 

calculated and projected using multi-dimensional scaling 

with a Jensen-Shannon divergence distance. 

To visualize the trend of different topics over the years, the 

topic distributions of all articles in each year is calculated, 

and plotted with time. 

Finally, using the visualization, knowledge of the major 

historical events, and changes in the stock or commodity 

price with time, the results are analyzed to find interesting 

correlations between the weights of different topics and the 

price over time. 



Initial Results 

We applied the workflow on a relatively clean dataset from 

New York Times. We used “oil prices” as the query term 

(with quotation marks), and obtained headlines and the first 

paragraphs of 28,415 articles published between 1970 and 

2015. While the current interpretation is not final, they do 

provide a good preliminary overview of the power of the 

workflow. 

Studying the topics extracted, we observed that some 

topics are more similar to each other (Figure 2). The 

correlations observed are reasonable. For example, the 

major words in topics 4 and 3 are "energy, tax, gas, bill, 

congress" and "economic, world, president, Russia" 

respectively. This might be indicative of the relationship 

between national and international policies related to the 

oil industry in the US. This visualization is useful for 

deciding on the number of topics used in the algorithm. In 

addition, hierarchical clustering might help in teasing out 

further relationships and allow us to study the dataset at 

different scales of topics.   

 
Figure 2: MDS visualization of topics found by LDA 

Comparing the results with historical events, we observed 

good correlations between topic trends and oil price. Figure 

3 shows the trend of each topic over the years as well as the 

historical inflation-adjusted oil price. Figure 4 shows 

another way of visualizing the same data. The area under 

the curve represent the proportion of different topics. The 

signature of major world events can be easily identified. 

For example, the First Oil Crisis (1973-1974) occurred 

when the Organization of Arab Petroleum countries 

(OAPEC) started an oil embargo on selling oil to the 

United States, which resulted in a substantial price hike. 

Topic modeling results show that the topic related to 

"countries, nations, world, econ, arab, opec" has a 

relatively high proportion in that period. Another example 

is related to the Middle East in general and Iraq specifically 

(topic "iraq, united, saudi, states, iran"). We observed a 

higher trend in this topic related to the decreased oil output 

during the Iranian Revolution (1979), the Gulf War (1991), 

and the Iraq War (2003). Around 1995, we observed a huge 

change in the importance of the topic “yesterday, dollar, 

rose, year, fell, futures”, and oil price fell. This might 

indicate an inverse relationship between the dollar value 

and the price of oil. Finally, financial related topics 

dominate the signature in the last 10 years including the 

2008 Financial Crisis. 

 
Figure 3: Trend of topic distribution over time, overlaid by 

inflation-adjusted oil price 

In addition, topics extracted by LDA are informative in an 

unexpected way. A previous LDA result suggested a topic 



including words: "coffee, world, markets, cents, sugar, 

cotton, pound". It implies an interesting fact that certain 

commodities are usually mentioned along with the oil 

prices. Individual article examinations showed several 

folds of relationship: coffee, sugar, cotton, along with 

crude oil, are main indicators of the economy, hence the 

tendency of being mentioned together. Oil prices will 

increase the cost of crops as harvesting, processing and 

transporting require fuel. Polyester made from petroleum 

derivatives is a major type of clothing material that can 

replace cotton, so we expected that cotton demand 

increased as oil price increased. Moreover, this result 

helped us locate an issue where we have inappropriately 

included "business digest" where the oil price was 

mentioned as one of many uncorrelated news entries. 

 

 

Final Remarks and Going Forward 

Topic modeling enables users to have a bird's-eye view of 

a large volume of documents, hence provides a ground for 

insightful investigations. The topics extracted fit into 

reasonable defined groups and the trends identified follow 

the major historical events related to crude oil prices. In 

this preliminary report, we showed the results of a 10 topic 

structures. Some of these topics are local while others are 

international. The majority of them fall under the umbrella 

of war, economy, or oil production. Further analysis need 

to be done to tune the algorithm (e.g. number of topics, 

number of iterations). 

The plan for the continuation of the project is to: 

 Improve the dataset by including articles from a 

longer time period and extra query results (e.g. 

search for "price of oil"), and excluding articles 

that do not have a coherent topic (e.g. "business 

digest", "highlights of the week"). 

 Increase the topic interpretability by word 

stemming (e.g. "economic"->"economy") and 

further removal of unimportant terms (e.g. 

"Monday"). 

 Improve LDA algorithm by examining the cost 

function called "log perplexity", applying non-

trivial initial condition (e.g. certain words initially 

have more weights on certain topics). 

 Prevent the possible topic bias towards years with 

larger volume of articles by assigning equal 

probability of retrieving different years' articles. 

 Explore more hidden factors related to oil prices 

and provide useful insight. 

 Attempt to increase the temporal resolution of the 

analysis to month or quarters instead of years. 
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